4bstract The positions of atoms in materials can b e explored most directly by diffraction of X-rays. This was demonstrated 1912 for crystals by Laue, Friedrich and Knipping /I/. The positions of atoms in polymers could be analysed in a similar way by transforming the intensity of scattered X-rays or neutrons into detailed structural information. Words such as short range order, medium range order, clusters, micelles, mesophases or amorphous phases, semi-crystalline or liquid-crystalline materials may be used. New definitions such as alignments, nodules, inclinations and meander-cubes appear. Another kind of research applies mathematical language: beginning with the results by Laue /2/, the reciprocal space notation by Ewald / 3 / and the idea of the same a-priori probability function for allflatoms in the noncrystalline state by Debye /4/, the theory of the ideal paracrystal" was published in 1950 /5/. Laue's idea of lattices is blended with Debye's a-priori probability function: The three lattice cell vectors a each have a priori three relative variances gki in the threzk directions ai , e.g.
The lattice factor Z then is no longer Ewald's lattice peak function, but the three-dimensional Fourier transform of Landau's convolution polynomial / 6 / . (1) Figure 1 gives some examples of organic and inorganic materials in a plot against 1/g. There is no doubt that this e*-relation conceals a law in nature which is of fundamental importance for most noncrystalline materials. The model of Figure 2 shows all essentials of a two-dimensional paracrystal in equilibrium state. Some larger coins are statistically mixed with smaller ones and represent atoms with four orthogonal valences. 
A depends on the form of the tangential potentials and determines the v h u e of a(*. Figure 3 shows a characteristic example with a particular value of the surface free energy C Y and volume enthalpy AG , g = 0 %
for crystals, g = 4,2 % for polymer blends and g = 7,5 $ fo? melts.
After attaining the crltical sizs, the paracrystals grow to a minimum of enthalpy where Nk = (d/gkk) . As an example of a glassy noncrystalline material the analysis of SiO -glass /l3/ is briefly described: The observed intensity function wgs divided by the product f f . of atom form amplitudes.
Its Fourier transform, the so called r8dBhed radial density function (RRDF) then shows a sharp peak at 1,61 8 (Fig. 4) . The truncation effect of a peak function i drawn above. Reconvolution leads to a distribution width of 0,06 ! of the SiO-distance. T king into account the sharp peak of the intensity function at 0,2) kP and the atom and mass density and following the Einstein-principle of plainness one finds straight for a dly the paracrystalline structure which according to the sharp 0,24 l-f-peak of the intensity function must be cubic. Two Si02-motives most conveniently can be packed together to a common lattice cell if the 0-atoms build a fcc-lattice where two Si-atoms are included as a bcc-lattice cell shifted by a 4 , 1 4 1 4 (Fig. 5a ).
The thus constructed crystal has a much too large density. It becomes somewhat toosmallbyusing the lattice cell of Figure 5a as tQe b~i c k of a kwo tines larger fcc-lattice (Fig. 9 ). An alternating 2 11 -twist of the SiO -tetrahedra (~ig. 5c) leads to the correct density and introduces pzracrystalline distortions for simplicity not drawn in Fig. 5 .
Nevertheless, one obtains herefrom all the positions of the pair distribution function and their weights. The residual electron density distribution at the Si-Si-and 0-0-peaks are negligible. Now the RRDF depends only on the pair-distribution of atom positions. One has to adapt solely the widths of the single pair-peaks to the observed RRDF and one finds automatically the paracrystalline distortions of g -10 $. It is interesting to note that the 11 -twists of the SiO -tetrahedra are observable in the RRDF, because some of the 0-0-max4k cleave into two parts (Fig. 4) . After introducing paracrystalline distortions, four interpenetrating families of rings with six SiO -tetrahedra of Figure 5 still build up a three-dimensional network!/2~he paracrystalline lattice factor Z ( b ) ofthe table describes the structure of the microparacrystalline powder diagram similar as the conventional lattice factor averaged over all directions in a Debye-diagram,including the atoms in the grain boundaries. In melts and glasses this is performed by bimodal statistics which in the case of Si02 build up the "amorphous network". 
